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PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
This year seems to be flying by, we'll be in the second
quarter within 2 weeks and the second month of
autumn. The workshop continues to be a hive of
activity with many projects by individuals as well as
club items under way. SIGs for turners and cutting
boards as well as slabbing activities have all contributed to the bustle.

received from 2 or 3 members, I sincerely hope there
will be many more forthcoming.
For the information of all members, the honour board
materials were delivered with 4mm and 19mm cover
sheets protecting them. There are 2 sheets of 19mm
and 3 of 4mm all measuring 3000x1200. They are
available free to members and can be found within the
cyclone dust extractor room. Please help yourselves.

During the month we have seen the completion of the
fabrication of the honour boards for the Broulee SLC
which have been delivered to the sign writer for marking up. Thanks to the many people who gave their
time to assist with this project.

Cheers

Pete McDowell

Eric and his team have the historic phone box looking
like a new one, which it largely is, and approaching
painting time (see page 2). Anne has completed a project replacing bone handles on a set of knives and
server with timber ones (see page 2). These will be
delivered this week. Ralph is progressing well with a
pair of Adirondak chairs and I expect he is about ready
to get some assistance with the next stages of the project. Malcolm and his slabbing teams are nearing
completion of slabbing the major spotted gum logs we
acquired from Lilli Pilli late last year and it is anticipated that no more slabbing will occur for some time
due to a lack of storage space.

Dates for Your Diary
Sat 7th April 2018 Monthly Meeting
Wed 2nd May 2018 Committee Meeting
Workshop Days Each Mon & Wed
Mogo
Workshop Toy Days 1st & 3rd Wed
Mogo
Workshop Demonstrations 2nd & 4th Wed Mogo

Sharyn and Mark have been industriously constructing
tables for some weeks now with excellent results and
now Nick Stone has caught the bug too. It is pleasing
to note that these 3 tables, the Adirondak chairs and
the phone box have all been using our slabs with great
results.

Proposed Sales Days 2018:
Sat 31st March 2018 Durras Markets
19th & 20th May 2018 River of Art (Workshop)
9th & 10th June 2018 Tilba Woodshow
29th September 2018 Sales Day Village Centre
November 2018 Hospital Hand Made Markets
24th November 2018 Sales Day Village Centre

A big “thank you” to Sharyn who has volunteered to
take on the role of toy supervisor, a vital role, also to
Peter Bashford who is assisting Sharyn with her new
role and also to Barry Corrigan who has donated an
extensive set of turning tools and books for use in the
workshop.

NOTE: Members seeking further information contact
Secretary Eric Simes 02 44715086

By now you should all be aware that the committee are
seeking suggestions for sale items that will enable
members to learn new skills whilst engaged in their
manufacture. Some good suggestions have been
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its status before final painting.
The two side panels were in a poor state with previous
rotten parts crudely replaced and attached with steel
nailing plates. It was decided to completely replace
these two parts.

Or bits that are happening in the Workshop
Machine Demonstrations:
The workshop machine demonstration program 2018
is under way with demonstrations happening on the
2nd & 4th Workshop Wednesday of each month.
Included in the program are demonstrations on the
use of powered hand tools.

The rear panel also had rot on the bottom 70mm
which was successfully replaced without disrupting
the inside finish which will remain in its current state.
The new work will fit neatly below the shelf which is
also being replaced. The rear tongue and grooved
boarding on the rear of the box will be replaced due to
rot and the difficulty of dismantling.

Special Interest Groups (SIG):
Members interested in joining a Special Interest
Group are encouraged to contact the club President or
Secretary. Members can list their intentions to either
participate in a group or suggest a new skill they
would like to learn.

Assessment of the front door revealed a totally different method of construction and it has been decided to
replace the door as we have the side panels and follow
the original mortice and tenon type joinery.

Projects in the Workshop:

The three legs have been replaced with seasoned
Blackbutt and will be placed where shown on old
photographs as the old legs also suffered from rot.

Eric and his team have been busy with the r estoration of the Moruya Historical Society’s 1950's historic phone box.

All new work will be painted as close as possible to
match existing paint. We have been in touch with experts at Batemans Bay to make a correct assessment
of colour to use. It should be noted that as we are
keeping parts of the existing box there could be slight
colour variations due to long term fading.
Eric Simes.
Ralph has been leading a team making the pair of
Adirondack chairs for a Canberra couple. Don Geeves
has completed turning the front legs while Ralph is
cutting the framework and the chairs are partly assembled.
Pete McDowell is leading the team who have finished the honour boards for the Broulee SLSC. They
have been delivered to the sign writer.
Our club was approached to replace damaged bone
handles for a set of knives and cake server which held
sentimental family value for our client. This was a job
for a graduate from John Tanner’s Lathe Course. Ann
Salmon tool up the challenge and turned the
handles from Southern Mahogany and finished them
with EEE and Shellawax.

Eric has compiled a progress report….
The telephone box was delivered to Eurobodalla
Woodies workshop by members of MDHS and
EWG’s first task was to measure and photograph the
box to keep a record before any demolition took
place. The phone box was clearly in a poor state of
repair and it was noted that previous efforts to maintain its integrity were also in need of work.
The roof though showing some surface rust is in
reasonable condition and will be treated to maintain
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March Show & Tell
Pete McDowell turned this Bowl for a neighbour who had
supplied the wood from a firewood collection. The bowl is
Ironbark and has a band of spalted sapwood which is a
unique form of wood colouration caused by fungi and a rotted knot intrusion which Pete filled with a clear resin.
The bowl is finished with EEE and Shellawax.

The earring tree is
made from Tassie
Blackwood retrieved
from our fire wood
pile and Huon Pine.
The finial is thickened to accommodate
dual purposes of being
a ring stand and
handle to access the
bowl, also finsihed
with EEE and
Shellawax

Keith Hartas has made two Jewellery Boxes
shown above and below.
The box above is made primarily from River She Oak with a
fine inlay of Australian Cedar in the lid and the box corners
while the rectangular lid inlay is River She Oak. Keith finished this box with three coats of wipe on Polyurethane.

The box at left is made from Merbau with an inlay of Red
Gum around the box body and lid. The lid and sides of the
box are also highlighted with Banksia segments formed in a
base of dark green resin and top coated with a layer of clear
resin. The jewellery box is finished with Organ Oil.
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Cutting Boards SIG…… Members feedback.

David Keating.
Over three weeks in February, four of us
participated in Malcolm McDonald’s Special Interest Group
to make cutting boards. Barry Fenning, Sharyn Morrison,
Nina de Caritat and I quickly put our names down when we
heard it was being offered. A couple of very elegant boards
that Malcolm was finishing off assured us we were in safe
hands.
Malcolm asked us to bring in some pieces of hardwood –
offcuts would do – and our ideas for the sort of board we’d
like to make. He guided us through design, cutting, gluing,
sanding and finishing, as well as how to avoid common
mistakes.

We also learned how to recover from some that we made
anyway! As Malcolm promised, the club’s table saw,
jointer, thicknesser and drum sanders proved to be our best
friends – not to mention Malcolm’s Titebond II wood glue,
with its texture and colour of brandy custard but with much
better adhesion.
I brought some River Redgum slab offcuts and some nicely
contrasting Spotted Gum from a slab from Dana Strain’s
property. Some of us came with firm design ideas and
quickly set about realising them. Mine were less well
formed, but I’d brought enough wood for two boards, and
so decided to make two different ones, designing them as I
went.
The first was to be alternating River Redgum and Spotted Gum strips, with spotted gum end pieces. For the second I cut the other set of glued alternating strips crossways and toyed with making them into an end-grain cutting
board or a chess board, depending on which side I faced upwards. I went with the latter, and decided to make a
mitred border around the chess board with left over pieces of spotted gum. At this point, with Malcolm away, I
was glad to call on Helmut Delrieux to help with a sudden-onset gluing emergency and to get my mitring right.
Having cut my spotted gum a little too short and thin, the next evolution of my design was to cut four new border
pieces from a slab off cut found at the workshop, which Eric Simes assures me is liquidambar. I was also glad to
have Eric remind me how to aris the sharp edges with a block plane. The cutting board was finished with Organ
Oil Woodwipe and the chess board with a mix of polyurethane, Danish oil and turpentine. We all made works we
were quite happy with. Barry must be onto his fourth by now!
On behalf of the participants I would like to thank Malcolm for a most helpful and rewarding SIG.
Nina De Caritat. The board is made from Spotted Gum
and Jarrah. For the design I wanted a contrasting strip
between the edges of the cutting board and the middle
section so I cut 8mm strips in the paler sapwood of the
spotted gum. The Jarrah was used because I liked the large
patterns and the colour. (thank you to Peter Bashford for
donating the timber!)
The process of making the cutting board involved using the
thicknesser to match the various pieces of timber, then the
planer and table saw to get a straight edge and for trimming
into appropriate widths. The newly cut edges were glued
and clamped. After drying, the ends were trimmed and the
drum sander was used to even the surfaces. A finger grove
was created using the router followed by hand sanding and
surface treatment with warmed olive oil. I used olive oil because this cutting board will be a gift for a helpful
neighbour and I thought it would least likely to cause allergy issues and would be easier to reapply.
I am very happy with this first attempt at making a cutting board and I appreciate the help and advice I was given
along the way.
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Barry Fenning.
I used Red Gum and Spotted Gum for
the large cutting board and finished with two coats off Eco
Wood Oil made by Beaut Polishes.
This is the first board I have made and I am thrilled with
the result. I learnt a few tricks along the way which then
led me on to the second board made from Spotted and
Red Gum with Victorian Ash ends. Again finished with
Eco Wood Oil.
Sharyn Morrison used
Queensland Spotted Gum
and Southern Mahogany
from the club’s stock to
make her cutting board and
finished it with Wood
Wipe Oil. The cutting
board was donated to the
club’s stock for the next
club sales day this Easter at
the Durras markets.

Helmut Delrieux has begun the next SIG course for
members wishing to learn the techniques in using the
dove tail jig in making wooden boxes. Corner joints
turn out beautifully when prepared properly with the
dovetail jig. Here Helmut is demonstrating the steps
which need to be followed for that tight joint design.
Edited by Malcolm McDonald
& Christine Birks
Club Website
www.eurobodallawoodies.org.au
Email:
ewg.mogo@yahoo.com

Tel : 4472

4629

www.cameronstimber.com.au
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MEMBERS
CORNER
WOODTURNING ODE
Under the shade of the cherry tree,
I sit quietly reading, cat upon knee,
The sun is warm, no cloud in the sky,
A perfect day in late July.
The hum of the lathe is the only sound,
Then a burst of song reverberates round,
Oh, happy the man by his hobby fulfilled,
Creating beauty with hands that are skilled.
Idly I ponder on what’s being made,
Please, no more bowls, ‘cos I’m sorely afraid,
We will need an extension to house them all soon,
Other people build kitchens – I want a bowl room!
All of a sudden a crisis, oh dear,
Those words are not fit for a lady to hear!
I can guess what has happened, no need to explain,
That damned skew chisel has slipped again!
I put on the kettle, then went to the shed,
“Cup of tea, dear” was truthfully all that I said
and “Don’t worry about it I’m sure it won’t matter,
Just make it smaller and call it a platter!”

Sharyn Morrison seen here working on her son’s
desktop. Sharyn has progressed from the clamped
up stage in last month’s newsletter to the sanding
and finishing stage. A lot of the work is by hand
and so far the results look great.

Now I’m in ward 9 with a bowl on my head,
A doctor and nurse by the side of the bed.
The motto of this story is not very long;
Leave him alone when the turning goes wrong!

BUY SWAP or SELL

Contributed to our newsletter by Deb Brotherton.

It has been suggested to try a Buy Swap &
Sell section in the newsletter so members can
pass on their surplus equipment and machines
or for that matter anything useful. So, let’s
give it a go! If you would like to contribute to
this section simply send your item details by
email to either me or Christine with a photo
attached and we will take it from there. Ed.
The club library is always open
for business.
It holds over 70 books on most
woodwork subjects, over 200
current and back issues of
woodworking magazines, videos, and most current catalogues
of tools and woodworking suppliers.
Members must sign out any
item borrowed and sign it back
in when returned.
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